SPECTACULAR SECOND SEASON

W

e thought the Atlas project had a
great start last year, but the second
year greatly surpassed all expectations!
With two seasons of atlassing under
their belts (and binoculars), it is clear
that atlassers understand the premise of
the project. Especially important is that
they’ve learned how to complete the
point counts and how to use the online
tools.
A goal this year was to intensify pointcount effort and fill in squares on the
map after a slower start last year. Now
that we’ve figured out how and where to
do them, many atlassers are finishing all
the point counts in a square in one morning or so, and then moving on to the next
square. We have completed four times
more point counts as last year and our
most populated areas are starting to fill
with complete squares and provide critical data on species abundance. Can you
guess what the top-15 most abundant
species would be for the Greater Vancouver and South Okanagan regions? While
the results are provisional, we can have a
sneak peak of information available
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on the Atlas website. See if you can
list them and then check the back
cover for results.
Some of the success is thanks to financial support from the Baillie Fund
and BC MoE which helped atlassers
reach remote squares, and portions
of several of our major sponsors’
contributions (see p16), which enabled numerous point count surveys.
This year, we’d like to extend special
thanks to Environment Canada’s
Canadian Wildlife Service, whose
contribution has gone a long way to
cushioning a bumpy ride through
lean financial times.
As great as 2009 was, challenges still
remain. This year the project was over
950 participants strong. While we had
a banner year in gathering data, a
great majority of that data is coming
from many fewer people. We can see
that many people who have signed
up for the Atlas still have not entered
any data. We encourage everyone to
participate and we are curious why
some are not adding data. Do you
not have a computer? Mail in the
forms. Do you still need materials
(guide, maps, forms)? Call us or talk
to your regional coordinator. Still having a hard time getting online? See
the “getting started” feature later on
in this newsletter. Regional Coordinators and Atlas staff are able to help
you navigate the online tools to get
you up and running. We’re in the
office a lot over the winter, so we’d
appreciate a distraction from our
computers. Don’t miss out on one of
the biggest public bird conservation
projects in BC’s history. Get some
records in to get your name into
the final atlas publication.
There are definitely records out
continued next page...

TOP ATLASSERS 2009
CENTURY CLUB
Over 400 hours!
Doug Brown, Heather Baines

Over 300 hours!
Cathy Koot , Avery Bartels, Christine
Pansino, Les Gyug, Chris Dale

Over 200 hours!
Ian Routley, Richard Cannings,
Bryan King, Les Lee, Sandra Kinsey,
Danny Tyson, Dave Fraser, Wayne
Weber

Over 100 hours!
Ed Beynon, Michael Morris, Jim
Turnbull, Peter McIver, Mike
McGrenere, Peter Davidson, John
Reynolds,
Marcia
Danielson,
Laurie Rockwell, Sharon Henry, Art
Martell, Rick Schortinghuis, Rob
Butler, Laure Wilson Neish, Deirdre
Turnbull, Christopher Di Corrado,
Rosamund Pojar, George Clulow,
Alan Burger, Ian Cruickshank,
Heidi Krajewsky, Rachel Field,
Rhys Harrison, Jamie Fenneman,
Kathleen McEachern, Kevin Knight,
Judith King, Ted Hillary, Ann
Nightingale, Peter McAllister, Rick
Howie, Bill Sampson, Barbara Lake,
Laird Law
Thanks to all these atlassers for a
spectacular second year!
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there that we could use which are often the
chatter of the online BC birding list-serves.
The word “atlas” is definitely ingrained into
bird-talk. A quick search of all the messages
in 2009 resulted in over 130 notes about the
atlas. Many good bird records are discussed
on list serves. The Atlas will only be as good
as the information we collect. So make sure
your records are in the database and contributing to the overall picture, and encourage any of your birding buddies not already
involved to contribute their observations:
literally, every single record is important.
Have a look at the atlas maps this winter and
see if you can fill in any knowledge gaps.
This is a huge project for a few staff to coordinate. Many thanks to our regional coordinators and
atlassers for keeping the momentum going and really
kicking into high gear this year. Check out the Century
Club; top atlassers with over 100 hours and even a few
with over 400 hours. And see the next page for our top
point counters, our silent surveying sentinels (silent for at
least for five minutes!)

Small towns can surprise!
Atlas visit to Atlin with regional coordinator Pam Sinclair and
Yukon atlasser Syd Cannings in northwestern BC had a great
per capita turn out; better than some other large cities. This
proves that world of mouth is useful for harnessing local
photo: Christopher Di Corrado
participation.

- Christopher Di Corrado

WHERE THE ATLAS AND BIRDING EVENTS MEET
by Pete Davidson, BSC-BC Program Manager

T

here were several avian gatherings over the summer
that provided great opportunities to blitz the surrounding area for the Atlas. I was lucky enough to be involved
with two of these events, the Columbia Mountains Institute
Wetlands Conference in Revelstoke at the end of May, and
the BC Field Ornithologists Annual Conference in Clearwater. At the former, Christopher Di Corrado and I assisted
local atlassers Michael Morris, Ellen Tremblay, Christine
Rock, and Regional Coordinator John Woods. Right at the
beginning of point count period, there was lots of song
at lower elevations that enabled us to complete 60-odd
point counts and spend 60+ hours general atlassing in
eight squares. Perhaps the most surprising find was not
one, but two Lark Sparrows, approximately 20km apart,
one in a grassy meadow (the only one for miles around),
the other (carrying something in its bill!) on a forest service
road flanked by a large lake and mature mixed forest. After
some deliberation, we felt that they warranted no more
than an X, being likely spring overshoots.
The BCFO conference in Clearwater, the gateway to Wells
Gray Provincial Park, saw many birders contribute their
skills to point count and generally blitz this amazing area
during the last week of June. Having never visited this

part of the province before, I was struck by the exceptional
bird diversity – our team conducted several point counts
that
yielded
16-20
species. The valley floor
entering Wells Gray was
a real treat, with Magnolia Warblers, American
Redstarts and Northern
Waterthrushes commonplace, and the chance
to get into the alpine at
Trophy Meadows and
finally encounter Graycrowned Rosy Finch and
White-tailed Ptarmigan
made it one of my most
memorable days birding in BC. Collectively, you all put
in a tremendous effort – we amassed close to 200 point
counts, and completed ~100 hours of general atlassing
in at least 14 squares. A big thank you to everyone, in
particular local birders Dennis Leonard, Helen Knight and
Gy Ovenden and Regional Coordinator Rick Howie, and
the visitors including Jude Grass, Anne Murray, Les Gyug,
Marion Porter, Jim Ginns, Kevin Bell, Dick Cannings, Wayne
Weber, June Ryder, and Mark Habdas (with apologies to
anyone who has been inadvertently omitted from this list).
photo: Pete Davidson
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DID YOU FORGET?
TO enter TIME spent out in each square? It’s important to ensure we have adequate
coverage for the project.

Top Atlassers with 75+
Point Counts:
Richard Cannings
Art Martell
Wayne Weber
Doug Brown
Peter Davidson
Sandra Kinsey
Michael Shepard
Heather Baines
Christopher Di Corrado
Elsie Stanley
Rob Butler
Phil Ranson
Mark Phinney
Ted Hillary
Cam Gillies
John Reynolds
Andrea Pomeroy
Judith King
Chris Dale
Alan Burger
Danny Tyson

TO enter DATA for 2009 (or 2008)? Data for 2009 can be entered until early February,
2010. Data for 2008 can still be entered on Casual Observation, Point Count, or
Rare/Colonial Forms online; Breeding Evidence Form on paper and mailed to the
Atlas office.
TO complete a RARE/COLONIAL Species form? Please complete when and where
you saw Provincially or Regionally Rare and Colonial Nesting species for 2008 and
2009.
YOUR LOGIN and password? Go to the Atlas webpage. Select “Data and Maps” from
the title bar and click “Online data entry.” Type in your email address and click “Email
me reminder”

“SCIENCE TAKES FLIGHT”
by Larry Halverson, Invermere-Radium (2) Regional Coordinator

T

urning birders into “Citizens for
Science” was the focus for this year’s
Wings Over the Rockies Bird Festival.
And what better way to do that than
by highlighting and demonstrating
how people can participate in the BC
Breeding Bird Atlas.
It began with Dick Cannings giving a workshop on the whys and hows of
atlassing, followed with field trips into the wetlands and open forests of
the Columbia Valley. Dick, along with Invermere-Radium regional coordinators Cam Gillies and Larry Halverson, were able demonstrate how valuable
information on the distribution and relative abundance of birds across British Columbia can be gathered while out enjoying and watching the birds.
The importance of the BC Breeding Bird Atlas was reinforced at a sold out
gala banquet when Dick spoke on the “World Needs More Birders.” And as
Dick pointed out, this fun activity of bird atlassing can be addictive.
(photo: Larry Halverson)
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Regional Coordinator
Spotlight!
PAM SINCLAIR: RC ATLIN (37)
I started watching birds when I was about six, feeding redpolls
on my bedroom windowsill in Toronto and prowling around the
back yard trying to get a good look at spring migrants. Although
“ornithologist” was my career goal by the age of 10, over the
next few years I became convinced that I was the only person
in the world under the age of 45 who had this strange interest.
That all changed when I attended the Young Ornithologists’
Workshop at Long Point and met other kids who had the same
obsession. After returning to Long Point in the following years,
and as a university student landing some nice field research and

park naturalist jobs thanks to all those
years watching birds, I was hooked
for life. I did make one attempt to
branch out by completing a Masters
degree in population genetics of
rice-paddy fish in southeast Asia, but
upon finishing that I headed straight
out to a puffin colony in the Gulf of
St. Lawrence to work with local kids
in environmental education.
I headed west to Vancouver in 1990 and hung around the
Canadian Wildlife Service office until they hired me, and when
there was an opening in Whitehorse I jumped at the chance to
do bird work up here. Since then I’ve been exploring the Yukon
and its bird life for CWS and with my family. Being regional
coordinator for Atlin region has enticed me to expand my
horizons “southward” to explore northern BC, and meet some of
the enthusiastic birders who are keen to atlas the Atlin region.

ART MARTELL: RC COMOX VALLEY-CAMPBELL RIVER (21)
I was interested in birds and natural history at an early age, but
had no opportunity to meet birders. I became keen when I
went to Acadia University (B.Sc., M.Sc.) and University of Alberta
(Ph.D.) Birding was primarily a hobby, done enthusiastically
but vicariously, during my career as a wildlife research scientist
and manager with Canadian Wildlife Service and Environment
Canada, primarily in British Columbia and Yukon. Before retirement I had the pleasure of being the first Canadian National
Coordinator for the North American Bird Conservation Initiative,
and got much more birding done! Since retirement, I am active
in the Comox Valley Naturalists Birders Group, including participating in BBS, CBCs, Coastal Waterbird Count, Trumpeter Swan
Count and the IBA caretaker network.

committed to the use of science in conservation decision
making and therefore am active in Bird Studies Canada (Past
Board Chair) and BC Field-Ornithologists (Journal Editor and
Board).

I also enjoy birding locally, nationally and internationally, and
make several birding trips each year. I have always been

(photo: Tom Middleton)

I am especially enthusiastic about the BC
Breeding Bird Atlas because of the opportunity it presents to engage people of
all ages and skills in gathering information which is significantly expanding our
knowledge of birds in British Columbia.
I look forward to another great season
and welcome everyone to atlas in Region
21, especially if you have a boat!

JUDY KLEGER: RC BURNS LAKE (30)

MARK PHINNEY: RC PEACE (41)

I have enjoyed observing birds for many years and have been
involved with the Christmas Bird Count for a decade. It wasn’t
until I become involved with the Breeding Bird Atlas group that I feel that I have
started Real Birding!

I was born in New Brunswick and grew up in various locales on
the east coast. I’ve been interested in nature since I was born,
and started birding seriously at age 11. After graduating from
UNB, I moved to Prince George (1991) and then to Dawson
Creek (1999) where I work as a wildlife biologist for Louisiana
Pacific.

Living on beautiful Francois Lake near
the center of British Columbia with
it’s widely varying terrain gives me a
wonderful birding area. I thought I
knew most of the usual birds of the area
and was delighted when we would get
an unusual visitor like an Anna’s Hummingbird or a Dickcissel.
A wonderful awakening happened for me when Christopher Di
Corrado came to visit last year and our small group went Birding.

Let’s just say that I’m no
stranger to atlassing. I was
an avid participant in the
first Maritimes Breeding
Bird Atlas (1986-1990) and
am currently contributing
on a much reduced scale
to the second Maritimes

continued next page...

continued next page...
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continued “Judy Kleger”

continued “Mark Phinney”

Besides just seeing the “Out and About” birds, he would hear a bird
which to me was just a tree squeak in the woods or maybe a song
blended in with the others. Christopher would identify it and then
we would try to locate it. Wow! I had been missing out on a lot of
birds by only seeing those that were willing to be seen. I soon
got an ipod which I filled with bird songs that I could play by their
names enabling me to compare actual bird songs to those on the
ipod while in the field. A whole new world has opened up to me.

atlas. Some of you may have heard of (or participated
in) the South Peace Bird Atlas project that I organised
from 2001-2005 (yes, I know it’s late!). I was happy to
volunteer for the job of RC in Region 41. Somehow
I’ve also found myself on the Steering and Technical
Committees, but those too are rewarding experiences.

The wonderful world of bird song is like hearing an orchestra and
now I have learned to sort out the piccolos from the flutes and
learn their unique songs. When the leaves came out in the spring
many birds seem to disappear. Now I could listen for their songs
and know who I was looking for then wait and watch until the bird
would almost always reveal itself. Delightful American Redstarts to
Northern Waterthrushes were in the willows by my creek and what
sounded like insects were really Kinglets high in the conifers. I can
hardly wait for Spring to come again to discover who else is hiding
in the leaves and grasses!

My region is big (710 squares) and much of it is remote.
I invite all atlassers looking for a change of scenery to
head across the mountains and explore Region 41!
Taking on a square would be great (I have a list of top
priorities), but even if you’re just doing some casual
birding in search of the ‘Peace River Specialties’, please
keep track of your sightings and enter them in the atlas
database. Every record counts, especially in Region 41
where the birds are abundant, but atlassers are scarce!

We need any birders who can come into Region #32 and help as our
area is vast and our birders while enthusiastic are few.

MAGNIFICENT MAGNOLIA AND THE THIMBLEBERRY THRASH
By Gary Davidson, Regional Coordinator West Kootenay (4)

A

bout ten years ago I discovered Magnolia Warblers
near Summit Lake, about 15km southeast of Nakusp.
Each year up to four males would establish territory and
sing from mid-June until about mid-July. This is well south
of their known breeding range.
I made frequent visits to the area in the succeeding years
but was not able to establish breeding. In fact, I didn’t once
even see a female! The female is, by nature, very shy and
secretive. While males sing and feed higher in the large
trees, the females remain low in the shrubs and thickets. I
decided to make an all out effort this year in an attempt to
confirm breeding in the region.
My first task was to read everything I could about preferred
breeding sights and then look for the right habitat. According to the Birds of North America account, the species
breeds in dense stands of young conifers usually less than
2 metres above the ground. This fact was confirmed by
Doug Leighton who has found the species nesting near
Golden. But there just didn’t seem to be any such habitat
in the area. So I modified my plan. Just keep following
one of the males and surely he must eventually go to a
nest to feed young.

The male I selected was singing in the edge of a large stand
of trees adjacent to an area of thimbleberry and bracken
fern. He moved back and forth along the edge. In order to
follow him I had to tramp through the thick thimbleberryfern tangles, (and I have the scratches to prove it!). All of
a sudden, I noticed a small bird near the ground just a few
metres in front of me. It was a female Magnolia Warbler! I
was amazed and elated. The first female I had seen in ten
years of searching. I stood motionless for twenty minutes
as she moved around in the shrubs. At one point the male
joined her and they moved around together.
My perseverance, and
patience, was finally
rewarded when she
settled down onto
a nest in a thimbleberry shrub just three
metres in front of me!
Maybe everywhere
else they nest in dense young
youn
yo
ung
un
g conifers,
coni
co
nife
ni
fers
fe
rs but
but at Summit
SSum
ummi
um
mitt Lake
mi
Lake
they nest in thimbleberry!! The nest contained 3 eggs.
Just one of the eggs hatched, and it later fledged. Summit
Lake is now officially “on the map” as the most southerly
breeding site for Magnolia Warblers in the province. photos:
Gary Davidson
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NEW BIRDS & NEW FRIENDS
By Les Lee, Atlasser - Vancouver

O

ut birding one early morning in April at Maplewood
Conservation Area in North Vancouver I crossed paths
with a fellow birder and atlasser Rob Lyske. As most birders
do, when we crossed paths we started to talk about what
we had seen so far that morning and compared notes. We
had a flock of about 15 Wilson’s Warblers flying around
from tree to tree the entire time. I pulled out my notebook
to record the Warblers and numbers we could see and
hear. I have always been an avid birder and keep notes of
sightings, species, numbers and breeding evidence. I have
never used these before in any way except for my own
personal records. Once my notebook was out, Rob asked
me if I knew about the BC Breeding Atlas. I had heard that
it started in 2008 but didn’t know much about the project.
Rob explained how it works and the valuable information
that birders have been able to provide. When I got back
home I immediately went to the website to find out all I
could and within the hour was signing myself up.

take my time and watch birds, not a quick 5 seconds in
the binos and move along. I have had an opportunity to
travel through our beautiful province and bird in many
different places the Lower Mainland, Squamish, Whistler,
Okanagan, Cranbrook, Creston and Vancouver Island this
summer. Finding new species to add to my life list and
making new friends along the way.

This summer has been an amazing learning experience.
Bird watching has now become a passion to me and not
just a weekend hobby. I have been able to learn about
breeding habits, bird habitat, bird behavior and songs and
calls. I’ve learned more new things about birds this year
then I have learned over the last 15 years. I’ve learned to

I would encourage anyone who is thinking about becoming a BC Breeding Atlas member - do it! Not only will
you gain valuable knowledge and experience with birds,
you will meet some wonderful, knowledgeable people
along the way. Thanks Rob for that morning conversation
explaining the atlas to me. I’m glad that you did!

Being a member of the BC Breeding Atlas has given me an
entirely new perspective on our environment and the birds
and animals that live here. I have been able to take my birding experiences to an entire new level. I have volunteered
much of my time this year to point counts, raptor surveys
and bird walks. I have even upgraded my education and
now work in the ornithology field part time. I enrolled in
the bird-banding course with Derek Matthews. I couldn’t
be more excited. This has really opened my eyes to a new
world of birding.

THE JOYS OF BIRDING!
By Ken Summers, Atlasser - Abbotsford

W

hile out atlassing on Haida Gwaii, I lost the
note book I'd been using to record all my
atlas data and point counts. Part way back along
the road I had decided to bushwhack about
3-400 m to pick up another road system to cover
some new ground without having to retrace my
steps. About 130 m off the road I discovered I'd
dropped the book. As it happened, when I had
left the road I had forgotten to turn the tracklog back on. After taking 3-4 step back I took a
waypoint and turned on the tracklog. After 1.5
photo: Ken Summers
hours of criss-crossing the area I'd travelled with no luck, I returned to home base in Queen Charlotte City.
The place I lost it was a 2-hr walk from the nearest drivable logging road, so four days later I found someone who would
rent me a quad and I took my wife in to help me look. After half an hour or so my wife spotted it (she always finds the
geocaches too!) It was 14m, according to the GPS, below the waypoint I had taken. The note book had some teeth holes
in it, probably from a marten, but the data is all legible. Good thing the critter didn't carry it outside the area in which
we would have looked! We didn't find my expensive watch, though, which got ripped off my arm at some point when I
was searching the first day. The joys of birding!
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IN SEARCH OF THE WHITE-TAILED PTARMIGAN
By Michael Morris, Atlasser - Revelstoke

F

ollowing a visit by Pete Davidson and Christopher Di
Corrado to Revelstoke this past May, it became apparent that my atlassing effort was biased to road accessible
valley bottoms. Atlassing requires a more even distribution of effort, so I made plans to spend more time at the
higher elevations of the Columbia Mountains.
In this region we have three predominate ecological
zones. From the valley bottom looking up we have the
Interior Cedar-Hemlock zone, the Engelmann Spruce –
Subalpine Fir zone, and the Alpine. Or more simply, the
rain forest, the snow forest, and the no forest. While bird
numbers and species diversity declines with elevation,
the higher sites offer the compensation of great scenery,
cooler temperatures, and a delayed breeding season. The
White-tailed Ptarmigan, the species that I thought most
typified the habitat type that was being under surveyed,
became my target.

down the trail. (Listen to this bird’s song 1 on Dendroica.)
Contrast this with a three-toed woodpecker nest I found
the same week. The location was just below tree line
on Mount Revelstoke, where while strolling through
well spaced subalpine firs, I could not help but hear the
incessant screeching of a chick in a tree cavity. His yellowcapped head protruding, he was apparently awaiting his
next feeding. After I lay in wait for twenty minutes the
adult male arrived with a beak full of insects. He, too, was
vocal about his arrival. Fifteen minutes later the adult
female appeared with her food for the chick. She was
equally loud. Except to swallow, this chick never let up his
monotonous demand. No attempt at concealment here,
just a lesson in the diversity of birds and of experiences
for birders.

Cooler than average spring weather kept snow on the
ground in the upper subalpine well into July, limiting driving and hiking. After a couple of unsuccessful
attempts to reach the Alpine via logging roads, I felt the
need to make this quest easier on me and my vehicle.
So on July 15, I hiked to a backcountry cabin in Glacier
National Park on a well maintained, six kilometre trail in
the Asulkan Valley. The cabin is situated above tree line,
overlooking a moraine and beneath grey-blue glaciers
typical of the Selkirk Range. A small alpine meadow out
the front door of the cabin served up an American Pipit
on my arrival. A Hermit Thrush with a white butterfly in its
mouth watched me as I ate my lunch.
The first indication of a ptarmigan was a trail of dainty
tracks on a lingering patch of snow above the cabin.
Given the heat of the day, these had to be very fresh. I
spent the rest of the day systematically walking back and
forth on the meadow or parked at good vantage points
on the look out for that master of camouflage, but still no
ptarmigan sighting.
That night, instead of sleeping in the cabin, I set my
sleeping bag and mat on the cabin deck. Three thousand
vertical feet below I could see the lights of vehicles on the
highway traversing Rogers Pass. Then at 3:40 a.m., before
it was light, I twice heard the squawky call of a ptarmigan
male coming from by the moraine, an area of solid rock
and overlying gravel, but a search at dawn yielded no
further result. In the end, I gave WTPT an H and headed

POSTSCRIPT:
A lucky non-bird watching friend approached me
recently to identify a bird he photographed September 10th at the same location where I searched in
July. He walked right up to two ptarmigan that he
said made no movements, but did make some
sounds.
photo: Louis Pelland
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BIRDING THE BUTE
by Rob Butler

B

ute Inlet at the northern entrance to the Strait of Georgia is the southern limit of the Great Bear Rainforest.
The inlet has a long history of human use by aboriginal
people who harvested fish and plants along its rivers and
shores, a wagon road to the gold fields in the 1800s, and
logging over the last century.
Plans to harness hydro power known as run-of-the-river
generation sparked a controversy between some environmental organizations, the government and the hydro
companies. In July, the federal government formed a
three member Federal Review to conduct an examination
of the environmental effects of the proposed project and
the significance of those effects.
In June, the Breeding Bird Atlas and Pacific Wildlife Foundation led an expedition to document the richness of its
avifauna and bear habitat and the beauty of the region.
Regional Coordinator Art Martell, Gerry McKeating and

Atlas Coordinator, Rob Butler conducted point counts and
documented breeding birds up the inlet.
The glacially carved sheer granite faces of Bute Inlet rival
those of the most famous parks of America. We were struck
by the icy awe and magnitude of the beautiful peaks
rimming the steep walled inlet. The granite bodies have
their feet in the salt water and their faces in the clouds six
or seven thousand feet above. This region doesn’t reveal
itself easily. One must deviate from the midstream and
get out in the skiff, close to the hundreds of waterfalls that
cascade down the sides of the fjord.
A journey to one of the remote locations on the planet
would seem to require a large budget and inordinate
amounts of physical and fossil fuel energy. Challenged
background photo: Dick Cannings
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by our funders at Mountain Equipment Coop to make it
a green powered expedition, the Pacific Wildlife Foundation calculated the carbon footprint of the voyage, with
some surprising results. Our analysis showed that we used
far less fuel by traveling on the expedition than if we had
stayed at home. This is an important consideration. In a
rapidly changing world, baseline data are sorely needed to
document wild population changes, climate changes and
biodiversity reductions. Our results indicate that research
expeditions can help the environment by making important discoveries while reducing our carbon footprint.
Th
The major river systems and large creeks had very high
abundance and variety of breeding species whereas
neighbouring slopes were nearly devoid of birdlife. We
fo
found American Redstarts in several locations along the
inlet. Ruby-crowned Kinglets were singing in the forest
near sea level. The most abundant birds were along the
Orford and Homathco rivers. Art and Gerry commented
on the tropical feel to the Orford River valley. Thrushes,
vi
vireos, warblers and many other species sang throughout
the forest. The Orford is a salmon spawning system and
our data confirms what others have found - a high abundance and diversity of forest birds occurs in forested areas
near salmon streams. The nutrients from the rivers and
topographic features favour a variety of shrubs and trees
important to birds.
With assistance and permission from the Homalco First
Nations we were transported upriver 8 kilometres into the
heart of the Orford River system to see and photograph
the key bear foraging areas along the river. The following
day we traversed the valley conducting point counts every
300 meters to assess the presence and abundance of all
breeding bird species in the prime grizzly habitat.
Award-winning videographer, Mike McKinlay accompanied
continued next page...

continued

us on the expedition and is editing a video production for
the Pacific Wildlife Foundation web site and the Knowledge Network. Rob Butler wrote three stories about the
trip on the Vancouver Sun web site. http://communities.
canada.com/vancouversun/blogs/birdwatch/default.aspx
and a fourth story on the BC Breeding Bird Atlas web site.
http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/english/stories.jsp
Atlassers tell us that the project has got them to new places

where they made new discoveries. Of all the discoveries,
we were most surprised to see a flock of American White
Pelicans flying down the inlet. These birds nest in the
interior of BC. A subsequent trip in September confirmed
that Bute Inlet is a corridor for birds traveling between the
coast and interior. We discovered Surf Scoters molting in
the inlet. This expedition has helped develop some new
hypotheses on why salmon streams are rich in birds that
led to another expedition to the Orford.

BREWER’S (TIMBERLINE) SPARROW
by Ed Beynon, Atlasser - Castlegar

I

spent the third week of July at a hiking camp at the
headwaters of the North White River in the Rockies,
about 50km due East of Windermere. These camps are
enjoyable as there are often interesting high elevation
(2300m+) birds in these areas.
After the first day at camp I felt let down because most
of the birds around were the same ones we have around
home-juncos, Chipping Sparrows and Audubon [Yellowrumped] Warblers. Taking a walk before supper I suddenly
realized that there were some very special birds around
when I heard a Brewer’s Sparrow short song and then
saw one foraging on the ground with Chipping Sparrows.
Both types of sparrows appeared to be feeding juveniles.

Sparrows on all days but one. The long song of these birds
had the same structure as the Brewer’s (Sagebrush) Sparrows but was much more sweet and melodic. They also
had a short song which was very close to the song of a
Rock Wren but much more sweet and melodic. The usual
short song was like that of the ‘Sagebrush’ Sparrow. It's not
hard to understand why not many people are fortunate
enough to find nesting ‘Timberline’ Sparrows. They nest in
remote mountain areas at a time of year when few people
are there (early July), stop singing usually by mid July, they
don't sing very loud (compared to a robin) and they are
incredibly secretive.

During the rest of the week we saw or heard Brewer’s

photo: Ellen Stepniewski

They appeared to be nesting in krummholz on cliffs and in
small evergreens (6' to 8'). We were very pleased to have
spent some time with these special birds.
Christopher Di Corrado is happy to find his 1st
“Timberline” Sparrow when surveying alpine areas
near Atlin.
photo: Pam Sinclar
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IN SEARCH OF NESTING DIPPERS ALONG THE BRIDGE RIVER
Ken Wright, Atlasser - Lillooet

O

n a warm evening in late May, I drove to the lower
reach of the Bridge River just north of Lillooet to do
some atlassing in one of my neglected squares. Chipping
Sparrows and Spotted Towhees were singing below the
canopy and a freshly arrived Veery could be heard uttering
its distinctive call. I soon heard an American Dipper chatting away below. Adults tend to call frequently when feeding their nestlings, so feeling the urge to find the nest, I
was compelled to descend the precipitous treed slope to
the river. With minimal searching, I found a steep animal/
fisherman path down the slope.
Just as I approached a dense stand of birch and red-osier
dogwood that delineated the riparian zone, I heard a loud
psseeeet at point blank range. Pacific Slope Flycatcher!!!
This is a rather scarce bird in our area, so I was quite excited
by this find. The dipper had gone silent now and in spite
of my close proximity to the Bridge River, I could not see
any of it owing to the dense wall of riparian foliage. So I
clambered through the woody tangle and emerged on
the riverbank. No dipper. I had last heard it upriver, so I
started walking in that direction. And then an outburst
of dipper banter erupted on the opposite bank about 75
meters upriver!
Having conducted numerous Harlequin Duck surveys
in the past, I was well acquainted with the begging calls
of young dippers. Given the time of year (end of May), I
expected adults to be feeding nest-bound youngsters. But
I soon realized there was no nest when I glimpsed a dipper
fly right at another dipper! It was a fledged juvenile and I
watched it intensively for 20 minutes. Periodically, it would
harass the parent. But after a while, the adult seemed like it
wanted "space" from the hungry one, so it flew upstream to
feed quietly. The hungry fledgling occasionally took short
dips from the canyon wall looking for aquatic grubs (larval
insects attached to the boulders), but did not appear to
be successful. I was still determined to continue searching for the nest and knowing that dippers tend to remain

in small territories, especially just after fledging, I
had high hopes of finding
the nest. So I rolled up my
pant legs and waded along
the shore. The river quickly
narrowed from a steepbanked river bottom with
an easily traversable shoreline to an entrenched canyon with near-vertical bedrock
walls on both sides forcing the water to a higher velocity
and depth.
I picked out a route that looked fairly easy to climb along
the shore, however, I was wearing my Chaco sandals and
was not exactly well-equipped should I slip into the fast,
deep and relatively cold water. So with curiosity overriding any logical sense of practicality, I began carefully scaling the rock upriver, keeping within a meter of water level.
I soon realized that this piece of geology was seriously
lacking integrity and most handholds failed on the first
test. I thought to myself, now if I fall there is only a short
distance to the water, but then what would happen to
my poorly secured field book. And would my binoculars
remain around my neck if I flailed in the water to regain
my vertical composure? So I reluctantly decided to abort
this mission and head back downriver without the nest.
But I was successful in confirming breeding status for this
lovely aquatic songbird.
Ammerican Dipper and
dipper nest photos by
Ken Wright

Cedar Waxwing
Red Crossbill
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A few photos of good
parenting from Haida
Gwaii,
by
Regional
Coordinator
Margo
Hearne. To learn more
about the birds of Haida
Gwaii, check out Margo’s
book Small Birds Cling to
Bare Branches: Nesting
Songbirds of Haida Gwaii

ROADSIDE POINT COUNTS
Mark Phinney, Regional Coordinator - Peace (41)

T

wo roads diverged in a wood, and I—
I took the one less traveled by,
because that’s where all my point counts were...
At least it seems that way whenever I go to a new square and attempt
to locate my quota of accessible point counts. By now, all atlassers who have followed the protocol for point counts have realised
that the ‘roads’ shown on the atlas maps are apt to be deactivated
forestry roads, private driveways, or a two-track rutted path carved
by a settler’s wagon train. Real roads, passable with a conventional
passenger vehicle, seem to be the distinct minority, and there have
already been some notices, emails, and articles on how to deal with
the situation.

I accessed 90% of the point counts in this square
by ATV. Many points were located along this ‘road’,
which was a trail along a gas pipeline.

The road issue is a problem that I saw on the horizon before the project began, but there was little anyone could really
do about it. Working in the forest industry, I was familiar with the ‘roads’ shown on forest cover maps…and quickly
learned to dismiss the entire lot and instead examine aerial photographs to better judge the condition of these reputed
roads. Similar information was used in TRIM (Terrain Resource Information Management), which is the digital layer used
by all BC Government mapping, and the TRIM roads theme was used to create the atlas maps, and generate the random
point count locations. It is the most inclusive inventory of roads available. Other datasets are outdated or are limited
to only major roads. Part of the problem with TRIM roads is that once a road is created or included in the inventory, it is
there forever. There does not seem to be a mechanism to allow for the changing condition of roads. The categories of
roads are also rather broad…typically being classed as ‘gravel’ (in my region, gravel is a luxury!), 2-lane gravel, or paved
highway. Needless to say, classifying some of those roads as ‘gravel’ is a major exaggeration.
The problem is not going away, however, and we need to work with what we have. The procedure for dealing with
inaccessible point counts has been dealt with (see Get To The Point in the spring newsletter), but some suggestions to
help complete the point counts in your square are as follows:
•

Scouting – if you are able to visit your square (general atlassing or even off season) before you intend to do point
counts, check to see which points are likely to be reachable. Bring your map
and GPS unit, and maybe even some flagging tape to mark the locations (See
instructions on adding point count locations to GPS units). You’ll surely say to
yourself “I’m glad I didn’t try to get to that point at 5 in the morning” at least
a few times. Remember also that there are three more years to do the counts.
They don’t all have to be done the same morning or even the same year!
•
Google Earth – this is a remarkable and free tool available to atlassers
with a computer and high-speed internet access. It doesn’t take much to find
your square and look at the roads in great detail. See the instructions in this
newsletter for importing the exact locations of the points and display them on
screen. Contact the BCBBA office if you need help. Keep in mind that vast areas
Some roads are in less-than-perfect of the province have only low resolution satellite imagery available, in which
condition. Considering the cliff on the case Google Earth will be of little help.
other side, this one was barely passable •
Alternate modes of Transportation – Your father’s Oldsmobile might not
with a 4x4 pickup. The rut was about 4 make it down that road, but a 4x4 might…or an ATV, or a bicycle. Make use of
feet deep.
what you have available. In most cases, it won’t be efficient to walk to many
roadside point counts, but I’ve used a variety of other (faster) modes to reach
points that were inaccessible by car. If you can reach the pre-defined points safely and relatively efficiently, then please
give it a try. Obviously, not everyone has this option.
There are three more field seasons remaining in this atlas, and point count information is critical to the success of the
project. Please don’t give up on point counts, even when the situation is less than convenient.
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NEW AND IMPROVED BREEDING BIRD ATLAS!
ADDING POINT COUNT LOCATIONS TO GOOGLE EARTH AND A GPS UNIT
by Christopher Di Corrado

New & Im

proved!

ADDING POINT COUNT LOCATIONS TO GOOGLE EARTH:
Point Counts can now be viewed in Google Earth
with a click of a button. This should facilitate
planning before going into a square to complete
point counts.
How it’s done:

displayed (you will have to install the free program
on your computer 1st – see the spring 2009
newsletter, pg. 7 for more info).
6.
You should see that the completed point
counts are in red; non-completed points are white.

Like many tools on the website there are a few ways
to get at what you want.
1.
On the Atlas top tool bar click on “Data and
Maps” and select Geographic Conversion from the
drop-down list.

2.
Then select “Pre-defined Atlas Point Counts”
from the drop-down list and enter the square you
wish to view. Click “perform conversion.”
3.
Now you will have an information page with
many links available as below:

ADDING POINT COUNTS TO YOUR GPS:
A few more steps than Google Earth, but it’s really
not that complicated and will be smooth once
you’ve completed a it few times (because you’ll do
point counts in more that one square, right?!)
1.
Complete steps 1 to 3 and click “Coordinates
of Predefined points”
OR
go to “Resources” on the Atlas toolbar and then
“Predefined Points” and enter your square number
and “submit”
2.
You should now see a list of the predefined
point counts. Note the last column will indicate if a
point has been completed or not.
3.
To download, click on “Download points as
Waypoints+ text file.”
4.
This will open another window or tab on your
computer screen, which will be blank except for a
bunch of numbers similar to this:
Datum,North America 1983,GRS 80,0,-1.6E-7,0,0,0
WP,UTM,83-26,10U,489800.0,5439771.0,01/01/2000,00:00:00,
WP,UTM,83-25,10U,489800.0,5437418.0,01/01/2000,00:00:00,

4.
Click on “Point Counts (KML file), and you
will be prompted to “open file: in Google Earth” (or a
similar prompt).
5.
Click “OK” and Google Earth will open and
zoom in to your square with the point counts
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5.
Open a simple text editor such as Notepad
on your computer (don’t use Microsoft Word). Select
all the information and copy and paste into Notepad.
6.
Save the file somewhere you can easily find
it, perhaps your desktop, or make a new file for point
continued next page...

counts. Call the file the square name, e.g. 10DV83.
The file will be automatically saved as a “text” file
(with a “.txt” extension).
7.
If you haven’t already done so, download
Waypoints+ http://www.tapr.org/~kh2z/Waypoint/
on to your computer (The link is provided on the
page described in step #3.) Again, you may want to
save the program to your desktop.
8.
Plug your GPS unit into your computer and
turn on.
9.
Start Waypoints+ and click “File” and “Open”
10.
From the drop-down list beside “Files of
type:” select “Waypoint Text or Route Point (TRK)
Text File” to see your text file.
11.
Select your file (e.g. 10DV83.txt) and click
“open”
12.
Waypoint+ will have a note displaying “File
Loaded”
13.
Now in Waypoints+ click, “GPS” and select
“Upload to GPS” and click on “ALL”
14.
You will get a message stating that the points
have been uploaded.
16.
Now check you GPS to see if the point counts
are listed.
17.
Enjoy your point-counting!

...and if you are completing point counts...

NEW ITEM ON POINT COUNT FORMS ONLINE:
Point-count forms now have a check-box to indicate
if NO birds were recorded during a point count. If
you have no bird observations during a point count,
remember to indicate when filling out the form.
This helps us determine which squares really have
no bird records and which data forms are simply
incomplete.

BC ATLAS ON
FACEBOOK...

L

ook for the BC Breeding
Bird Atlas updates &
photographs on Facebook.

DENDROICA: AN AID TO LEARNING CANADIAN BIRD SONGS ONLINE

“Dendroica: an aid to learning Canadian bird songs” is now online. This newly updated, web-based version was developed
by the Canadian Wildlife Service of Environment Canada to help those participating in Canadian bird survey programs
to enhance their bird identification skills. You can study different bird species using photographs and songs and you can
limit the species you study by province, Bird Conservation Region, taxonomy or song type.
There’s also a quiz module to test yourself. A great new feature of the online version is that you can now create and
manage your own bird lists. Still feel you are not ready to complete point counts? Polish-up your ID over the winter and
give it a try next season!
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SUPPLEMENT INSTRUCTIONS TO GET STARTED ONLINE AND ENTER BREEDING BIRD EVIDENCE DATA
By: Christopher Di Corrado
A map image of BC should appear. You can double click
(left button on your mouse) on one area to re-center the
red marker and zoom in to the area you wish to view.

HOW TO GET STARTED ONLINE:
Type in the Atlas website in the address bar, click “Data
and Maps” and select “Online Data Entry”
Enter Participant Number & Password, and select “Login”
http://www.birdatlas.bc.ca/bcdata/login.jsp
Find your square:
If this is your 1st time
entering data:
The 1st page you view
should look like this.
If you haven’t entered
any squares click
“Create list of squares.”
If you have entered square data previously, select the
square from “Select a square” drop-down list.
Now you can modify and/or enter more information on
that square.
If you know the square, click “List of Squares” under Review
your Profile to add (or delete) a square.
Note* you can find Instructions for Using the Web Data
Entry System here
Enter the square
# if you know it
and “submit changes.” You can give
it a name for your
reference
OR
If you don’t know
your square, click
“Geographic
conversion”
A new window will open on the screen…

Click the link “Find
coordinates on GoogleMaps” located under
”Perform Conversion”
button
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You can also use the (+) and (-) on the left side if the map to
zoom in or out
(if you click and
hold the mouse
button,
you
can drag the
map and move
to a different
location).
Selecting
“Hybrid” in the
top-right will
show a satellite image with
roads.
Click Transfer to go back to the other page and click
“Perform Conversion” to find the square number of your
location.
Here you can access lots of information:
In this example,
the
Square
Number
is
10CF23
UTM
(actual
location of the
red marker) –
used for point
counts, or rare/
colonial species
forms.
Here you can also:
1. Download the Square PDF map
2. View “Coordinates for Predefined Points” (to download
locations onto GPS unit)
3. Download Point Counts (Google Earth *.kml file to view
point count locations)
4. View “Square Summary sheets”
Click “show coordinates on GoogleMaps” to see the square
boundary.

Write the Atlas Square Number into the first screen you
had open (the “List of Atlas Squares” shown below.)

or check “Codes” to read definitions of breeding evidence
codes.
When you are finished, click “Finish” tab or “Finish Form”

Once you enter the square, “Submit Changes” and “Go
Back.” This will bring you back to the Main Data Entry
page (image 1)

ENTER BREEDING BIRD EVIDENCE DATA:
On the main page (image 1) “select a square” and click
on Breeding Evidence form (or another form you want
to enter). Here you may enter Breeding evidence.

Remember: Use one form per square per year!
After clicking Finish, you will get a summary.
Here you will see a Rare/Colonial Species form is required
(needed here because Cinnamon Teal is regionally rare –
see Atlasser Guide for instructions to fill out the form).
You may also fill a Nest Record Card if needed (as for American Robin in this example.)
Enter the date, time and party hours. Hit “Save changes”
or “Next page >>” to save and move to the next data
page.
Or, click the tab you want to jump to, e.g., “Species 3”
Then simply fill out
the visits and Breeding
Evidence (BE). Fill in the
Abundance
(Abund)
when you have sufficient knowledge of your
square.
Click “Next page>>”
or the tab you want to
jump to.
You can add comments

Both forms can be filled in online by clicking the links the
appropriate sections.

The “Square Summary Sheet” will give you a list of what
atlassing has been completed in this square.
Click “Main Data Entry Page” to go back to the main page
and access to all forms & information.
Click on the different links and buttons to explore the tools
and information available online.
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MAPS AVAILABLE ONLINE!
www.birdatlas.bc.ca/bcdata/maps.jsp

DATA SUMMARIES ONLINE!
www.birdatlas.bc.ca/bcdata/datasummaries.jsp?lang=en

Abundance results from two regions;
Greater Vancouver and South Okanagan-Boundary*
*summaries are provisional data that have not necessarily been reviewed or edited, and may be
subject to significant change and provided for public interest only.

Abundance of birds South Okanagan - Boundary (5)

Abundance of birds in Greater Vancouver (15)
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